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Abstract: Microbial electrochemical technologies provide sustainable wastewater treatment and 
energy production. Despite significant improvements in the power output of microbial fuel cells 
(MFCs), this technology is still far from practical applications. Extracting electrical energy and 
harvesting valuable products by electroactive bacteria (EAB) in bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) has 
emerged as an innovative approach to address energy and environmental challenges. Thus, 
maximizing power output and resource recovery is highly desirable for sustainable systems. Insights 
into the electrode–microbe interactions may help to optimize the performance of BESs for envisioned 
applications, and further validation by bioelectrochemical techniques is a prerequisite to completely 
understand the electro-microbiology. This review summarizes various extracellular electron transfer 
mechanisms involved in BESs. The significant role of characterization techniques in the advancement 
of the electro-microbiology field is discussed. Finally, diverse applications of BESs, such as resource 
recovery, and contributions to the pursuit of a more sustainable society are also highlighted. 
Keywords: renewable bioenergy; microbial fuel cell; bioelectrochemical system; resources recovery; 
biodegradation 
 
1. Introduction 
Overexploitation of fossil fuels has resulted in scarcity of natural resources and environmental 
deterioration. Development of innovative technologies to explore sustainable and renewable energy 
resources is highly desirable. Recently, microorganisms have gained considerable attention for 
transforming organic waste into renewable energy and value-added products [1]. We live in a microbial 
world, where diverse and numerous species of microorganisms have adapted to almost all kinds of 
surroundings, ranging from moderate to extreme conditions and have developed diverse metabolisms 
to cope with their environment [2]. Electroactive (EA) and metal-reducing microbes are exciting 
examples with diverse metabolisms, which can transfer electrons to and from extracellular 
soluble/insoluble substances (electrodes) or use metal salts as terminal electron acceptors in the absence 
of molecular oxygen. Perhaps this unusual metabolism represents the primitive cellular nature during 
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the process of evolution. Electro-microbiology is the study of the interactions between the electronic 
devices and novel electrical properties of microorganisms [3]. Electro-microbiology emerged as a 
multidisciplinary field during the early 1900s in experiments that revealed the potential of microbes to 
generate electricity by metabolizing organic carbon [4]. Later, the discovery of numerous dissimilatory 
metal reducing microbes revitalized research into electro-microbiology [5]. 
Key players in electro-microbiology are the so-called electroactive bacteria (EAB), which can 
interact with electrodes or some compounds in the vicinity via extracellular electron transfer (EET). 
EAB are used in various applications ranging from small power sources, pollution remediation, 
wastewater treatment, and metal transformation to electrosynthesis and energy recovery by bio-
electrochemical systems (BESs) [1]. Interestingly, all BESs, such as microbial fuel cells (MFCs), microbial 
electrosynthesis (MES), microbial electrolysis cells (MECs), microbial desalination cells (MDCs), and 
microbial solar cells (MSCs), are governed by the electro-microbiology principles used for exploring 
the diverse potential of EAB. Generally, applications of BESs are determined by the reactor 
configuration, products required, and provided environmental conditions. Oxidation of organic 
substrates in the anode chamber and subsequent electron transfer to the anode are characteristics 
shared by all kinds of BESs [6]. These electrons are subsequently transferred via external circuit to the 
cathode where the ultimate consumption of electrons will determine the nature of the byproducts. In 
this regard, MFCs have emerged as promising alternative technologies for wastewater treatment 
(WWT) and concurrent generation of renewable energy [1,7]. Although considerable improvements in 
the power output of MFCs have been made during last decade, the process is not yet efficient enough 
for practical applications. There is a paradigm shift to explore the potential of electro-microbiological 
devices from electricity production alone to harvesting various fuels and valuable products in cathodic 
chambers. 
Microbially-assisted chemical production in MECs offers a novel and sustainable way to cope with 
future challenges [8]. Therefore, maximizing power output, enhancing resource recovery, and creating 
useful products are highly desired for achieving sustainable systems. A better understanding of electro-
active bacterial communities (EABc) and electron transfer strategies may help to improve the power 
density for envisioned application of BESs. The multidisciplinary nature of electro-microbiology will 
present additional challenges for reaching thorough understanding. Moreover, variations in results 
may appear because of inappropriate techniques and misinterpretations [9]. A combination of 
microbiological and electrochemical techniques can provide effective insights into complex interactions 
of microbe–electrode interfaces. Thus, collaborative interactions between various scientific disciplines 
will enable identification of the limitations of research methods to interpret complex data and 
determine its implications in electro-microbiology. Although several research articles and reviews have 
been published to evaluate the reactor configurations, electrode materials and operational parameters 
for BESs [1,3,10]. Unfortunately, understanding of electro-microbiological aspects of BESs, including 
detailed electron transfer pathways, important characterization methods, and recent trends in 
sustainability perspective, remain insufficient. Therefore, the current review aims to provide useful 
information for understanding the insights of EET mechanisms and how various electro-
microbiological techniques have contributed to advancement of the field during the last decade. 
Finally, recent applications of BESs for concurrent waste treatment and electricity generation along 
with various value-added bio-products are discussed. We anticipate that this study will expand 
knowledge about electro-microbiology and the critical role of electrochemical characterization 
techniques in sustainable remediation. 
2. Microbe-electrode interaction 
Electron movement is the essence of metabolic life for both eukaryotes and prokaryotes. Microbes 
extract energy through electron transfer from organic or inorganic substrates to the terminal electron 
acceptor, which can be oxygen, metal salts or electrodes [3]. It is assumed that EET at the microbe–
electrode interface might have resulted from electron transfer strategies that originated with microbes 
respiring using insoluble minerals [Fe(III) oxides] under anoxic conditions over billions of years of 
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evolution. Elucidation of electron transfer mechanisms at the microbe–electrode interface will reveal 
the evolutionary adaptations of EAB. However, microbe–electrode and microbe–minerals interactions 
are quite different because an electrode may provide a long-term surface for electron exchange. 
Microbe–electrode interaction is a basic feature of electro-microbiology and must be evaluated further 
as a function of current production. Recently, a study highlighted a strain-specific microbe–electrode 
interaction using pure cultures of Geobacter sulfurreducens and Shewanella oneidensis [11]. Microbial 
physiology can be altered in various conditions accordingly, such as in Fe(III) oxide-reducing Geobacter 
species, which may also develop flagella and become motile because they must find alternative sources 
of Fe(III). In contrast, Geobacter species that reside with the electrodes are not planktonic and provide a 
more stable thick electroactive biofilm. Thus, electrodes may serve as long-term electron acceptors for 
microbes involved in bioremediation of organic pollutants in anaerobic environments [12]. Additional 
studies of electrodes and analogous materials could enhance understanding of microbe–electrode 
interactions, which are anticipated to be useful for optimizing practical applications and coupling of 
biogeochemical reactions. 
2.1. Mechanism of electron transfer 
Electroactive biofilms are abundant in natural environments [2]. Various soluble electron shuttles 
can mediate the electron exchange at complex interfaces. Some organisms can also exchange electrons 
with electrodes or other microbes through artificial shuttles, such as natural red and methyl viologen. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of extracellular electron transfer mechanisms at microbe-electrode 
interface in bioelectrochemical systems, (A) Direct electron transfer, (B) Indirect electron transfer, 
adapted and modified from [13] with the permission from nature publishing group. 
These artificial shuttles accept the electrons from electroactive moieties in cells and subsequently 
transfer to the electrodes [14]. However, artificial electronic shuttles have drawbacks such as toxicity, 
lack of economic viability, and lack of applicability in an open environment. When soluble shuttles are 
not readily available for electron exchange, an electroactive biofilm will respire with minerals or 
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electrodes [15]. Microorganisms can transfer electrons to the electrodes in two possible ways, which 
may follow direct or indirect pathways (Figure 1): (a) direct exchange can be short-range direct electron 
transfer between redox-active molecules on the outer cell surface and electrodes, or long-range direct 
electron transport through conductive pili, also referred as microbial nanowires. Direct electron 
exchange (DET) between an electroactive biofilm and the electrode appears to be most effective in 
producing the highest current density for a pure culture of Geobacter sulfurreducens, mediated by an 
extracellular c-type cytochrome [16]. (b) Indirect electron transfer occurs by microbially produced 
soluble redox-active molecules. 
2.1.1. Direct electron transfer 
Direct electron transfer (DET) is the most evident mechanism for EAB and can take place via 
conductive nanowires (pili) and membrane-bound cytochromes. DET has several advantages such as 
its ability to transfer electrons to the same or different bacterial species and independence of soluble 
redox mediators, and it may or may not involve cell-to-cell or cell-to-appendages contact with the 
electrodes or minerals. Typically, c-type OMCs (reductases) are involved in EET to and from electrodes 
for iron reducers such as G. sulferreducens. The role of c-type cytochromes (C-Cyts) in establishment of 
electrochemical communication with the electrodes has been documented mainly for G. sulfurreducens. 
However, C-Cyts may not assist EET for Fe(III) oxide reduction in Geobacter metallireducens. Cells in the 
vicinity or monolayers can easily transfer electrons and contribute to electricity generation, whereas a 
thick biofilm may face hindrance for EET. Thus, a highly conductive network of pili mediates the long-
range transfer of electrons for electro-microbiological processes. Many bacterial strains are capable of 
producing pili, but electrically conductive pili are primarily associated with G. sulfurreducens [17]. 
Metal-like electrically conductive wires known as type IV pili have the ability to transfer electrons from 
cell to cell in a biofilm. Although the molecular mechanisms and structures of electrically active 
nanowires are not completely understood, it has been suggested that electron transfer is mediated by 
long aromatic–aromatic interaction chains, which result from stacking of conserved aromatic amino 
acids of GSu PilA105 [18]. 
The role of metallic conductive materials in biological EET compensations has been also evaluated 
for G. sulfurreducens. Another study provided the electrochemical and spectroscopic information on the 
bidirectional mechanism for microbe–electrode electron transfer in Geobacter soli biofilms [19]. Various 
researchers have contributed for the confirmation of the conductive role of nanowires, and some of 
these results are summarized in Table 1. Electrode-respiring Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 usually 
performs EET via the Mtr pathway, which further comprises five proteins: MtrA, CymA, MtrC, MtrB, 
and OmcA (Fig. 1A). Perhaps the earliest study to probe the DET mechanism in Shewanella oneidensis 
MR-1 showed that it was mediated by the OmcA–MtrCAB protein complex. In-vivo demonstration 
supported by cyclic voltammetry has ruled out the role of the CymA protein or secreted menaquinone 
in the DET process [20]. For short-range electron transfer across the outer membrane, various protein 
mediators (porin–protein complex) have been identified in G. sulfurreducens PCA. Generally, it is 
proposed that electron flow starts from the inner membrane protein (MacA) to periplasmic protein 
(PpcA) and then to the cell surface proteins (OMCs). Numerous genetic studies have revealed the 
involvement of other outer-membrane c-type cytochromes, OmcB, OmcS, and OmcZ, in electro-
chemically active biofilms [21]. 
A prominent role of the OmcZ molecule in DET to the electrodes has been described previously. 
OmcZ consist of eight hemes and displays a wide range of redox potentials (−0.420 to −0.060 V). 
Therefore, OmcZ has been assigned as the principal c-type cytochrome contributing to the effective 
electrochemical communication between EAB and electrodes [22]. Remarkably, OMCs can store 
electrons (like a capacitor) when EET is not possible. Lovley [21] postulated that the conductivity of the 
electroactive biofilm of G. sulfurreducens is decisive for high current production. Electroactive biofilms 
perform as supercapacitors because of the presence of conductive cytochrome networks along with 
EET. Electrode modifications with graphene or reduced graphene for enhancing electrode–microbe 
interactions result in long-term EET and accelerating the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) are still 
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undebated. Direct interspecies electron transfer (DIET) is another newly discovered syntrophic 
metabolic pathway for cell-to-cell electron transfer between bacterial and methanogenic communities. 
DIET strategies have great biogeochemical significance and can stimulate the syntrophic conversion of 
various organic substances to methane in anaerobic digestion. Several conductive materials such as 
magnetite, graphite granules and carbon nanotubes have been tried to promote DIET kinetics between 
methanogens and volatile fatty acid (VFA) degraders in anaerobic digesters [23]. Generally, electrically 
conductive pili and outer surface cytochromes are considered essential electrical conduits for DIET. 
Primarily DIET-based mechanisms have been observed in defined co-cultures containing Geobacter 
species as one of the DIET partners. 
However, DIET can take place under anoxic and aerobic conditions in the presence of nitrate, 
sulfate and oxygen and in the absence of CO2, thus permitting the deep cells of the biofilm to metabolize 
normally even when oxygen diffusion is limited [24]. Microbes with exceptional capability of DIET to 
serve as an electron source in anaerobic photosynthesis may further enhance their environmental 
applications in BESs. A recent investigation reported metatranscriptomic-based evidence for DIET 
between methanogenic rice paddy soils and Geobacter methanothrix species [25]. Further studies are 
needed to fully understand the electron flow, microbial physiology and biodiversity of microbes in 
DIET. Despite of the involvement of various electrochemical and microscopic techniques in EET 
research, thermodynamics and charge transfer resistance still need to be explored to optimize BES 
applications and minimize internal resistance. 
2.1.2. Indirect electron transfer 
Sometime electron transfer takes place without direct contact with solid-phase electron acceptors 
(Figure 1B). A number of microbes have been reported to produce electron shuttles such as flavins, 
pyocyanin, quinones, etc. to promote the electron transfer processes [26]. G. sulfurreducens secretes 
riboflavin in biofilm to interacts with C-type cytochromes (OM c-Cyts) of the outer membrane and 
mediate the electron transfer processes. Apparently, riboflavin production and binding in G. 
sulfurreducens biofilm is regulated with intracellular redox homeostasis [27]. Similarly, self-secreted 
electron shuttles have been linked with microbes that transfer the electrons from bacterial cells to Fe(III) 
oxides. An interesting example is reduction of Fe(III) enclosed in porous alginate beads by secreted 
electron shuttles from Geothrix fermentans, which can produce two different soluble redox-active 
shuttles with different redox potentials [28]. Shewanella sp. can also reduce Fe(III) oxides despite not 
being in direct contact through the release of flavin [27]. A P. aeruginosa strain KRP that produces 
pyocyanin and phenazine-1-carboxamide mediators has been isolated from MFCs. In another study, 
addition of sophorolipid was used to alter the cell membrane permeability for enhanced production of 
pyocyanin, eventually increasing the power output, whereas EET efficiency and power output were 
further improved when P. aeruginosa-phzM had an over-expressed methyltransferase encoding gene 
[29]. 
The role of flavin molecules in promoting the EET in S. oneidensis has been well documented. 
Flavin molecules can interact and become reduced with c-type cytochrome MtrC at the outer membrane 
of S. oneidensis. In addition, the S. oneidensis MR-1 flavin mediates EET more toward insoluble electron 
acceptors. Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) molecules have also been identified in S. oneidensis MR-
1 for exportation of flavin. [30]. Another investigation on the role of the FAD coding gene has 
demonstrated that a sharp decrease in flavin concentration led to low reduction in insoluble Fe(III), 
whereas overexpression enhanced EET and the reduction of insoluble electron acceptors [31]. 
Moreover, elegant studies endorsed the indirect electron transfer mechanism in current production, 
whereas direct contact was prevented between the electrode and S. oneidensis by a non-conducting mask 
with nanoholes. Flavin binds with outer membrane cytochrome molecules to form complexes, which 
can mediate EET strategies. Table 1 presents various studies that have used MtrCAB to investigate EET 
by mediators. To demonstrate the aforementioned role of flavin in a synthetic porin–cytochrome 
complex (MtrCAB) encapsulated in liposomes, Shewanella was exposed to various iron salts. 
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Interestingly, current findings corroborated the previous results demonstrating EET enhancement by 
flavin–cytochrome complexes [32,33]. 
Okamoto, et al. [34] observed that Geobacter sp. also utilizes self-secreted flavin as a redox cofactor 
in the outer membrane c-type cytochrome MtrC. The effects of various artificially induced mediators 
on the enhancement of current production and remediation of pollutants such as azo dyes in BESs have 
been reported previously (Table.1). 
Table1. Electroactive bacteria and molecules involved in extracellular electron transfer (EET) within the 
electrode-microbe interfaces in bioelectrochemical systems (BESs). 
Name of  
bacteria 
Electron transfer  
mechanism 
Molecules Involved in  
electron transfer 
Remarks Reference 
Geobacter 
sulfurreducens 
DET 
(nanowires) 
Branched OMCs system: 
cytochromes (c-, d-types) 
and Type IV pili 
Oxidation of organic compounds to 
iron reduction leads to electron 
release 
[35] 
Thermincola 
ferriacetica 
DET c-type cytochromes 
Electrons are transported to 
electrode through multiheme c-type 
cytochromes 
[36] 
Clostridium 
ljungdahlii 
DET 
Rnf complex 
(Ferredoxin:NAD+ -
oxidoreductase) (No 
cytochromes, no quinones) 
Electron bifurcating ferredoxin 
reduction 
[37,38] 
Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 
DET 
cytochromes (a-, b-, c-, o-
type), phenazines, flavines 
(soluble and bound), 
quinones and 
dehydrogenases 
Electron transfer through the 
production of versatile phenazine 
redox mediators. 
[39] 
Geobacter 
metallireducens 
DET 
c-Type cytochromes, that is, 
OmcB and OmcE 
Fe(III) oxide reduction [40] 
Shewanella 
putrefaciens 
DET 
c-Type cytochromes, that is, 
MtrC and OmcA, FAD 
transporter 
NIF [41] 
Rhodopseudomonas 
Palustris 
DET c-Type cytochromes NIF [42] 
Klebsiella 
pneumoniae 
DET 
2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-
benzoquinone 
Reduction of iron oxide and 
generate electricity 
[43] 
Moorella 
thermoacetica 
IET (methylviologen) 
Cytochromes (b, d-type), 
quinones and/or Ech-
complex 
Reduction of CO2 to other organic 
compounds 
[37] 
Acetobacterium 
woodii 
IET (biotic H2) 
Rnf complex (Ferredoxin: 
NAD+ -fuctase), membrane 
bound corrinoids (No 
cytochromes, no quinones) 
Electron bifurcating ferredoxin 
hydrogenase catalysis H2 formation 
[37,44] 
Lactococcus lactis IET 
2-Amino-3-dicarboxy-1,4-
naphthoquinone 
NIF [45] 
Shewanella 
oneidensis 
IET (self-produced 
shuttles),DET 
(nanowires) 
Metal-reducing pathway 
components CymA, MtrA, 
MtrB, MtrC, and OmcA 
CymA in inner-membrane oxidizes 
the quinol and transfers the 
released electrons to MtrA directly 
or indirectly 
[46] 
Sporomusa ovata DET and IET 
Membrane-bound 
cytochromes (b-, c-types) 
and quinones 
CO2 is used as an electron acceptor 
and reduced to organic compounds 
via the Wood-Ljungdahl pathway 
[37] 
Shewanella 
oneidensis 
IET (self-produced 
shuttles), DET 
(nanowires) 
Flavins, riboflavin NIF [47] 
Thermincola 
ferriacetica 
NIF 
Anthraquinone-2,6-
disulfonate 
Fe(III) reduction [36] 
NIF: no information found 
Recently, fumarate was evaluated for promoting EET by inhibiting the synthesis of riboflavin in 
MFCs [33]. Along with EET to electrodes, mediators have also been used to study internal resistance 
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based on the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) technique [9]. Riboflavin-mediated EET 
processes are not limited only to EAB; yeasts such as Pachysolen tannophilus, Pichia stipitis, and 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae are also promising candidates in this regard. Kaneko, et al. [48] designed cyto-
compatible amphiphilic redox-active polymers for efficient and improved EET in Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae. These significant findings not only provide a systematic understanding of EET but also 
highlighted the role of secreted riboflavin in intracellular redox homeostasis. Although mediator-based 
fuel cells are unsustainable for long-term operations, further investigations of fundamental aspects will 
facilitate BESs applications like telemetry circuities, underwater monitoring devices, bio-sensing, 
bioremediation and biocathode studies. Conclusively, electron transfer via soluble mediators is an 
important phenomenon even in established biofilms. 
3. Role of characterization techniques in the advancement of electro-microbiology 
Although the study of electro-microbiology originated about a century ago [4], it took several 
decades to establish mediator-less MFCs. Significant design developments and enhancement in power 
production have been achieved during the last few years. Yet, there is still great potential for further 
improvements to make MFC technology more sustainable and cost effective. A better understanding 
of each component is essential to identify the bottlenecks in MFCs for improving efficiency. Selection 
of the most appropriate techniques to evaluate MFCs performance could be crucial [49]. Interaction 
between various technological disciplines, such as electrochemistry, microbiology, materials science, 
and environmental engineering, is needed to understand the multidisciplinary challenges of MFCs. Of 
course, many detailed review articles have discussed the history, construction, operational conditions, 
and limitations of MFCs. However, few publications have focused on the most appropriate electro-
microbiological techniques required for MFCs diagnosis and for continued innovation. Microbiological 
practices combine with electrochemical principles to participate in the development of  electro-
microbiology field. 
3.1. Fundamental and culturing techniques 
Isolation of microorganisms is a conventional way to purify and characterize microbes. Pure 
cultures can provide detailed information on electro-microbiological samples and the current 
generation strategies employed by different microbes. However, it is always essential to check the 
purity of a culture at the end of the experiment, which may be performed using several molecular or 
microscopic techniques in combination with bacterial culturing methods. It is well documented that 
only 1% of microbes have been cultured, and researchers are still trying to recover more “unculturable” 
microbes. Isolation also provides a comprehensive depiction of physiological and biochemical 
pathways for pure cultures. Therefore, isolation of EAB from BESs is necessary to fully understand the 
insights of electro-microbiology [50]. Dilution methods, physical enhancement, and the most probable 
number (MPN) method are major strategies employed to isolate microbes. Recently, Heidrich, et al. [51] 
proposed the details of the MPN method for correlating the number of EAB capable of electricity 
generation in MFCs. 
The dilution to extinction strategy is used to isolate the most abundant strains by pour plate, streak 
plate and spread plate. Isolation of various EAB by dilution methods have proven effective. 
Nevertheless, pre-enrichment of electroactive microbes is needed, which underscores the limitation of 
this method in MFCs. Non-essential flora may cause difficulties in isolation of the targeted population. 
Physical enhancement of bacterial cultures under specific conditions may improve isolation processes, 
such as isolation of dissimilatory metal-reducing bacteria (DMRBs), which can also provide indirect 
selection of EAB and subsequent production of electricity in MFCs [52]. Thus, purified and isolated 
cultures of EAB are necessary to clearly understand the microbial physiology within the BESs. 
Furthermore, it is convenient to study the effects of various parameters, such as substrate concentration, 
temperature and pH, on purified culture as compared with mixed consortia. Therefore, isolation in 
combination with other molecular techniques can be useful for exploring the diversity of EAB. We have 
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summarized different EAB isolated from various BESs using a combination of culturing methods (Table 
2). 
Table 2. Isolated electroactive bacteria from various bioelectrochemical systems. 
Isolated electroactive 
bacteria 
Source of Isolation Technique used before Culturing Reference 
Dietzia sp. RNV-4 Single Chamber MFC Dilution [53] 
Geobacter OS1 Petroleum hydrocarbon-contaminated soil Dilution [54] 
Ochrobactrum OS2 Petroleum hydrocarbon-contaminated soil Dilution [54] 
Ochrobactrum anthropi YZ-1 Single Chamber MFC Dilution & Enrichment [55] 
Sphingomonas strain DJ Microbial electrolysis cell (MECs) Dilution [56] 
Rhodopseudomonas palustris 
DX-1 
Air cathode MFC Dilution [57] 
Geobacter SD-1 Microbial electrolysis cell (MECs) Dilution & Enrichment [58] 
Citrobacter  LAR-1 Sediments Dilution & Enrichment [59] 
Geobacter bremensis Compost Dilution & Enrichment [60] 
Bacillus sediminis DX-5T Microbial electrolysis cell (MECs) Dilution [61] 
Clostridium butyricum Mediatorless MFC Enrichment [62] 
Rhodoferax ferrireducens Sediments Enrichment [63] 
Enterococcus gallinarum 
MG25 
Submerged soil Dilution & Enrichment [64] 
Aeromonas hydrophila Mediatorless MFC Enrichment [65] 
3.2. Molecular techniques for characterization of electroactive bacteria 
Purified isolated cultures of EAB must be further validated by molecular techniques using 16S 
rRNA-gene sequencing, which are considered the “gold standard” in identification and comparative 
study of microbial communities. In this regard, the use of operational taxonomic units (OTUs) will 
compare the community structures without assigning sequences into substantial taxonomic ranks. To 
date, more than 60 EAB have been isolated from various sources. Phylogenetic studies have revealed 
that electroactive communities mainly belong to five major classes of Proteobacteria, as well as to the 
phyla Firmicutes, Acidobacteria, and Bacteroidetes [66]. Presumably, a number of EAB will be 
discovered in the future [3]. However, population dynamics could serve as an important indicator for 
understanding the microbial profiles with physiological and electrochemical activities. For example, 
16S rRNA sequencing analysis has shown the dominant microbial community and species diversity in 
BESs. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) is another powerful technique for evaluating 
the successive communities after different treatments and experimental conditions in MFCs. Recently, 
Baranitharan, et al. [67] reported the dynamics of a microbial community during MFCs operation using 
palm oil mill effluent through DGGE analysis. Thus, genomic sequencing and DGGE can be employed 
to explore the ecophysiology and metabolic interactions in BESs within various microbial communities 
under various treatments. Samples analyzed before and after the specific treatments from BESs will 
suggest how EAB are interacting for the current production and substrate utilization. 
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) has been successfully utilized for phylogenetic study 
based on the 16S rRNA sequences for understanding the spatial interactions in complex microbial 
communities of BESs [68]. Apart from its advantage of high sensitivity, FISH is independent of DNA 
extraction and PCR amplification for microbial identification, which shows the simplicity and 
usefulness of this method. However, drawbacks may involve time consumption and the laborious 
nature of this technique. Interestingly, Parameswaran, et al. [69] have suggested a novel way to explore 
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microbial communities through detecting 16S rRNA gene sequences and formyltetrahydrofolate 
synthetase (FTHFS) gene sequences using qPCR. Thus, rapid detection of genes in structurally different 
EABc is also possible. FISH analysis can be useful for differentiating two different types of biofilm 
compositions, established even under slightly different conditions such as surface charge and 
hydrophobicity of electrodes. Terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP) along with 
16S rRNA clone libraries have been used to investigate EAB community profiles under varying 
conditions. Construction of clone libraries for the determination of dominant species and further 
quantification of community components under various conditions have been employed by many 
researchers in BESs [70]. However, a clone library also requires PCR amplification, like other 
fingerprinting techniques (DGGE and T-RFLP). Although several molecular techniques have been 
practiced to investigate the EABc, it is desirable to employ some more reliable methods that may avoid 
too many steps involved in genome extraction and clone libraries. 
In recent times, Ishii, et al. [71] have studied the population dynamics of EABc by clone libraries in 
MFCs. They have reported that microbial communities were highly diverse and that physiologically 
important EABc exist in widely natural ecosystems; however, the nature and source of the inoculum 
can influence performance. DNA microarray is also a powerful and unbiased technology, which 
analyzes the expression of thousands of genes at once. PhyloChip is a manufactured DNA microarray 
for high-precision microbial community assessment. DNA Microarray (G3) identifies all known 
bacteria and archaea along with minor communities; thus, PhyloChip is cost effective and relatively 
efficient. Paitier, et al. [72] reported the population dynamics of anodic biofilm dynamics during MFC 
start-up based on DNA microarray analysis. Stable isotope probing (SIP) can characterize metabolically 
active microbes within specific involved complex environments [73]. Combination of SIP and molecular 
biological techniques is potentially favorable for widening the scope of the microbial ecology of BESs. 
Moreover, the SIP method does not need any supporting data about enzymatic and genomic profiles. 
Thus, SIP can be employed to characterize novel EAB. Meta-transcriptomics is a high-throughput 
technique that can simultaneously recover community composition, functional activity and functional 
adaptability based on phylogenetic and metabolic markers. 
A novel meta-transcriptomic approach was applied to identify gene expression dynamics during 
extracellular electron transfer [74]. Meta-transcriptomics results are more reliable for comparative 
studies than microarray and RT-PCR, which may be influenced by probe design, composition, array 
construction and primer and hybridization conditions. Despite the highly precise measurements, 
several limitations are associated with the meta-transcriptomics approach; for instance, the sequence 
may not have close matches in existing databases. Hence, several genes from a microbial community 
may not be correctly annotated. Moreover, meta-omics approaches are entirely dependent on previous 
knowledge based on pure cultures; thus, genetic and physiological studies must be carried out in mixed 
consortia of BESs to completely understand the ecophysiology. This technique may be expedient in the 
selection of inoculum for large-scale reactors and addressing practical issues along with providing cost 
effectiveness. Fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) analysis is a rapid and cost-effective method to describe 
the microbial community structures without traditional cultivation techniques that may undermine 
community diversity. However, interpretation of FAME profiles from various environmental samples 
can be difficult because of the presence of common fatty acids in different microorganisms. Therefore, 
additional support from other microbiological and molecular methods must be provided to ensure the 
precise identification of EABs. The above-mentioned molecular studies based on metabolites also 
explored the unexpected features of EAB and actively involved the advancement of electro-
microbiology. 
Microscopic imaging of biofilm is another standard method used for investigating the different 
aspects of a biofilm. The correlation between the current and the biofilm was later studied with the help 
of confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) by another research group [75]. This study created the 
possibility to analyze various parameters of biofilm study, such as surface coverage, biofilm roughness 
and biomass along with electricity generation. Nevin, et al. [76] monitored the variations in biofilm 
structure development by G. sulfurreducens biofilms grown on an electrode fed with or without 
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fumarate. Likewise, single-cell electron transfer rates can be studied under high-resolution microscopes 
[75]. It should be taken into account that the above-mentioned single cell electron transfer rates are very 
important in the research associated with electron transfer mechanisms by mutants. Notably, different 
growth rates compared with wild type counterparts are the basic ideas for present studies, which 
implies that electricity generation can be quantified on a per-cell basis by comparing the mutant strains 
with the wild type. Thus, comparative study of current production by various biofilms would help to 
minimize the effect of growth rates on experimental steps. Hence, microscopic investigations have an 
important role in unveiling the complex biofilm structures in different BESs, which may allow 
microbiologists and environmentalists to critically correlate biofilm structures with various functions, 
such as electron transfer rates and substrate utilization. 
3.3. Electrochemical characterization of microbial communities 
Electrochemical characterization is the next step when microbial communities have been 
successfully established on electrode surfaces. However, adequate understanding of complex 
electrochemical methods is highly desirable for dissecting the insights of population dynamics in BESs. 
Otherwise, incorrect interpretation of data or even incomplete description of information may result in 
misunderstandings and confusion. Therefore, we are presenting some literature and discussion about 
electrochemical technique utilization from an electro-microbiological perspective. This collective 
information is proposed to overcome the challenges of the multidisciplinary nature of this work by 
integrating electrochemical characterization with power production. 
3.3.1. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) 
Cyclic voltammetry is a versatile electroanalytical technique for investigating EAB species. 
Because of its versatility and ease of measurements, CV is extensively used in various fields of bio-
electrochemistry and electro-microbiology. CV is often the primary technique used to analyze 
electrochemical experiments [1]. The effectiveness of CV can be estimated based on rapid detection of 
redox molecules over a wide potential range. CV is also often described as “spectroscopy for the 
electrochemist.” A voltammogram conveys information as a function of an energy scan [15]. Despite 
wide range effectiveness and diverse applications, CV is not well understood like other instrumental 
methods such as spectroscopy and chromatography. In this review, we describe a basic understanding 
and emphasize the kind of information that can be obtained by this complex technique. Several 
parameters can influence the information obtained in CV, such as the potential window, scan rate, and 
growth stage of biofilms. Pre-scanning of the biofilm at a slow scan rate will help to select the suitable 
potential range. Growth stages may vary according to the tests required [15,31]. An electron transfer 
mechanism involving oxidation or reduction reactions can be explored using a three-electrode 
configuration. When an electroactive biofilm is successfully established and a steady-state current is 
achieved, CV analysis can identify the electric potential at which redox-active couples may be oxidized 
or reduced. 
For CV analysis, electric potential is scanned from the initial to final potential at a specific scan 
rate, and thus current is measured. CV can determine a particular range of potentials in which redox-
active molecules can exist and electron transfer is possible for EAB [77]. Moreover, for controlled 
conditions, the mechanistic pathway of electron transfer in EAB can be elucidated; that is, either biofilm 
itself is involved in electron transfer, or surface-adsorbed molecules and freely diffusing species are 
responsible for this transfer [78]. A distinct role of OmcB and OmcZ in the extracellular electron transfer for 
Geobacter biofilms was studied by CV analysis. However, CV does not reveal any information about long-
term current production by EAB. Mostly, long-term electrode polarization studies are coupled with CV 
to investigate how active systematic changes are influential for active redox coupled under controlled 
conditions such as pH. Rotating disk electrodes have solved the reproducibility issue relating to mass 
transfer conditions. Mutant studies with particular gene deletions of the EAB have provided additional 
strength to CV analysis, although reaction kinetics and mass transfer for EAB are similarly important 
to study [78]. A basic tutorial on investigating the EABc through CV analysis was presented by Frick et 
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al [15]. They have acknowledged that detailed information can be derived from CV, such as the 
thermodynamics, mass transfer, nature of the mechanism involved in electron transfer, reversibility of 
redox species and its dependency on the scan rate, formal potentials of redox species, identification of 
electrochemically active sites and kinetic parameters. 
Hence, CV can help to identify the mechanism of electron transfer and to select suitable electrode 
materials with less start-up time and high catalytic currents for enhanced performance of BESs. 
Moreover, the wide scan range of CV may reveal the presence of EAB in unknown samples for effective 
removal in MFCs. Integration of CV with bioinformatics tools and mathematical modeling is highly 
needed for collaborative interpretation and comprehensive understanding of microbe–electrode 
interactions in detail. 
3.3.2. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 
EIS is a powerful and non-intrusive electrochemical technique that has been employed for 
corrosion studies during the past few years. Despite its extensive use in microbiologically influenced 
corrosion (MIC), it was not frequently exploited for evaluation of MFC performance until Manohar, et 
al. [79] published their work. Later, He and Mansfeld [80] provided comprehensive information on use 
of EIS for investigating the performance of MFCs based on internal resistances analysis of catalysts, 
biofilm development, and electrochemical reactions on electrodes. They postulated the EIS measurement 
procedure and basic considerations associated with data interpretations [80]. During the last five years, 
various studies involving the EIS in MFCs have been published. Interestingly, an improved MFC 
performance of microbes for reducing electron transfer resistance was demonstrated by the use of EIS 
[81]. In another study, the effect of anolyte and biofilm development was investigated on MFC performance 
by EIS. A significant reduction in electron transfer resistance and stable power generation in MFCs was 
attributed to electroactive biofilm by EIS after a long period of operation. Thus, EIS can work as an indicator 
system for biofilm establishment in a BES under various experimental conditions[82]. EIS can also provide 
quality-control-based catalyst fabrications by measuring the polarization and charge transfer resistance. In 
addition, the EIS technique can open the black box of the diffusion process and reveal the reaction kinetics. 
Because high internal resistance is a major drawback in the large-scale application of BESs, EIS has improved 
the depiction of research gaps in this area. 
EIS has been shown to be more efficient and reliable than conventional current interrupt methods 
of observing internal resistance. Thus, EIS has gained a great respect for its use in characterization of 
new catalytic materials needed in electrode modification for achieving high power densities in MFCs. 
Furthermore, microbes and metabolites can act as biocatalysts for improving kinetically controlled 
electrochemical reactions and lowering internal resistance; thus, BESs combined with EIS techniques may 
also be used in biosensor applications. 
3.3.3. Square wave voltammetry (SWV) 
SWV is a reliable electrochemical technique used to detect low concentrations of electrochemically 
active species that are not easily detectable by CV [15]. Suppression of background currents and highly 
sensitive screening enable SWV in numerous electrochemical measurements. We have aimed to 
summarize how differently SWV can be used to infer bio-electrochemical behaviors. In one study, 
overpotential approximation of electroactive biofilm impedance was achieved for Geobacter 
sulfurreducens [83]. Moreover, SWV reflects the rapid analytical detection of reversibility of 
electrochemical reactions. Recently, an electroactive biofilm capable of simultaneously consuming 
substrate (electrotrophy) and producing electricity was studied by SWV. To promote electricity 
production by Pseudomonas sp. biofilm, phenazine-induced redox reaction was examined by SWV [84]. 
The ratio of the magnitudes of the peak currents in the forward and reverse directions can be utilized 
to estimate electrochemical reversibility. In addition to this, SWV has been coupled with other 
analytical techniques like high-pressure liquid chromatography and thin-layer chromatography (TLC) 
for electrochemical measurements of various pollutants. The high sensitivity of SWV enables the 
detection of very low (pico-molar) concentrations of electroactive analytes in solutions, which is a direct 
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indication for studying EAB even after a few hours of incubation. However, to determine the electron 
transfer rate and electrode kinetics, SWV must be combined with simulation-based approaches. 
3.3.4. Chronoamperometry (CA) 
CA is an electrochemical technique where the potential of a working electrode is stepped and the 
resulting current is observed as a function of time. However, limited information can be extracted from 
the ratio between anodic and cathodic peaks. A better noise-to-peak ratio is obtained with a relatively 
high current integration time interval. Cercado-Quezada, et al. [85] studied various food-industry 
wastes for electricity production, and microbial biofilm was evaluated using the CA technique. Possibly 
the first demonstration of effective biofilm formation on stainless steel electrodes in marine MFCs was 
supported by the CA results. A continuous rise in catalytic current was revealed by cathode. These 
findings were incorporated with previous findings of biofilm-driven catalysis of oxygen reduction 
examined through CA experiments. Fricke, et al. [86] coupled CA with CV to explore the underlying 
mechanism involved in anodic electron transfer from biofilm. A high-performance rotating graphite fiber 
brush air-cathode was designed for enhanced ORR and power production by MFCs, and 
characterization was supported by CA [87]. 
A recent study has used carbon materials derived from waste tiers as high-performance anodes in 
microbial fuel cells. The anode was developed using tire waste material, and electrochemical 
characterizations were performed by CV and CA to optimize the design of carbonized waste. In this 
MFC, environmental problems caused by waste tires were alleviated [88]. In another study, a tungsten 
carbide-based anode was fed with glucose and inoculated with heat-treated soil, and microbial growth 
and oxidation of metabolites were then recorded as a function of time [89]. Thus, CA can be a reliable 
technique to understand the bottlenecks and limitations of electro-microbiology regarding the role of 
electrode material modifications for improving the overall performance of BESs. Moreover, detailed 
insights of biofilm formation on various electrode materials in different orientations can be obtained, 
which may help to fully optimize the growth parameters for specific current density. 
3.3.5. Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) 
Compared with other voltammetry techniques, DPV is a highly precise electroanalytical technique 
used to measure the cell current as a function of time and potential between the working and reference 
electrodes. The high sensitivity of DPV can be attributed to extraction of faradic current from capacitive 
current. Consequently, much more reliable information can be obtained from redox-active molecules 
than can be using the CV and LSV techniques. However, in DPV analysis, potential is varied using 
pulses of rising amplitude, and the current is sampled before and after each voltage pulse. Interestingly, 
DPV is a preferred tool for exploring the electron transfer mechanism in EAB in MFCs and other 
electrochemical systems. In DPV measurement, a carbon electrode was colonized by Shewanella in a 
sterile medium. Marsili, Rollefson, Baron, Hozalski and Bond [77] observed that an adsorbed flavin 
layer on an electrode functioned as an electron acceptor in the presence of secondary metabolites in 
electrolyte solutions. Recent investigations on polyaniline-hybridized mesoporous carbon anodes 
using DPV have enabled fast electron transfer via inner endogenous electron mediators and outer 
membrane redox centers [90]. Combination of DPV and meta-omic approaches will open new horizons 
for studying electroactive species under different conditions. In general, DPV has significantly 
contributed to the field of electro-microbiology by elucidating the reaction kinetics of electron transfer 
processes. 
4. Electro-microbiology and environmental sustainability 
4.1. Simultaneous electricity generation & wastewater treatment by MFCs 
Electricity production is an exceptional feature of MFCs, wherein EAB convert chemical energy 
into electrical energy. Bioelectricity generation is not a new idea [4], but it is now believed that most of 
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the organic substances can be converted into electricity [6]. MFC technology offers several advantages 
over other renewable and competitive technologies, such as (a) high conversion efficiency (90%) 
because of the direct conversion of substrate chemical energy to electricity, (b) efficient operation at 
ambient temperature, (c) safe and quiet performance, (d) electricity obtained from MFCs is sustainable 
and not limited by the Carnot cycle and heat loss as in chemical fuel cells. A highest coulombic 
efficiency of about 97% has been reported from formate oxidation in the presence of Pt-black [91]. Some 
very attractive power densities from MFCs are presented in Table. 3. Although bioelectricity generation 
is the primary outcome of MFC technology, wastewater treatment is also considered an important 
application. All conventional biological treatment practices for low-concentration wastewater 
treatment are expensive and energy-consuming. Thus, cost-effective and sustainable treatment 
technologies are in high demanded. BESs can achieve wastewater treatment and electricity generation 
along with valuable resource recovery [92]. 
Activated sludge process consumes about 0.3 kWhm−3 of energy in aeration and additional 
pumping power during domestic wastewater treatment. Anaerobic conversion of organic waste to 
methane can recover only a small portion of the energy, while most of the organic fraction of waste is 
lost in aerobic oxidation processes. Therefore, anaerobic digestion can replace aerobic treatment 
processes, but still requires very complex working conditions such as specific temperature and a 
concentrated waste stream. Interestingly, wastewater treatment by BESs will result in no sludge, and 
no additional sludge management or treatment strategies are required. Despite these advantages, fuel 
cell technologies still face challenges that limit their practical applications. Low power densities and 
the high costs of materials are the major drawbacks in this regard. High overpotentials at electrodes 
include activation losses, ohmic losses, and mass transport loses. Overpotentials mainly contribute 
toward high internal resistance of reactors. The high cost of cathodic catalysts for oxygen reduction 
reaction (ORR) and fouling of proton exchange membranes are considered the most effective areas to 
improve the power density and lower costs[93]. The above-mentioned factors must be taken into 
account before the commercialization of MFCs technology. Despite low power densities, organic waste 
removal is much more sustainable in MFCs from an economic perspective. In this context, wastewaters 
can serve as a resource for energy and valuable chemicals via in-situ processes in MEC/MESs. 
Hydrogen production along with H2O2 from wastewater in MECs is energetically more favorable 
than conventional electrolysis methods with further production of valuable products. The chemical 
oxygen demand (COD) removal efficiency is considered one of the critical parameter to assess the 
performance of MFCs. A comparative study based on COD removal and energy recovery revealed that 
MFCs have better performance than MECs [94]. Organic waste is considered as best nutrient media for 
EAB in MFCs. However, wastewater types range from paper industry wastewater, chocolate industry 
wastewater, human feces wastewater, fermented vegetable waste, brewery wastewater, manure 
sludge, domestic wastewater, landfill leachate, and other food processing industrial wastewaters [6]. 
Recently, BESs have been successfully applied for the treatment of emerging pollutants, anti-
inflammatory drugs, estrogens and antibiotics with high mineralization rates. The removal of such 
pollutants is more problematic than that of organic wastes. Antibiotics have been frequently detected 
in the effluents of wastewater treatment plants and receiving water bodies, which shows the inability 
of conventional treatment systems to metabolize the trace levels of such contaminants. Long-term 
exposure to these contaminants could lead to the evolution of antibiotic-resistant bacteria and genes, 
which pose serious risks for human health [95]. Therefore, effective treatment is needed for the removal 
of recalcitrant compounds and antibiotics. 
For example, in a study, about 85% of sulphamethoxazol (20 ppm) was degraded within 12 h with 
further mineralization of degradation products as well [96]. Antibiotics reportedly increased the power 
output of MFCs when used as electron donors along with glucose or acetate [97] and improved the 
stability of electricity production by inhibiting bacterial growth in the cathode chamber [98]. Another 
promising application of BES-driven advanced oxidation processes is in-situ production of H2O2 for 
Fenton degradation of emerging contaminants [99]. Therefore, BESs may be an interesting option for 
degradation of pollutants along with energy recovery; however, the generation and release of 
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antibiotic-resistant bacteria and genes should not be overlooked. Numerous types of wastes have been 
tried as substrates in MFCs and have provided comprehensive and state-of-the-art information on 
various wastewater substrates [100]. An overview of COD removal efficiencies and power densities 
was provided in Table 3. 
Table 3. Simultaneous wastewater treatment of various substrates, COD removal efficiency and power densities 
reported in the literature. 
Type of wastewater 
treated 
Inoculum 
source 
Hydraulic 
retention 
time 
Initial COD 
COD 
removal 
efficiency 
Power density Reference 
Cereal wastewater Sludge 120 h 595 mg/L 95% 371 ± 10 mW/m2 [101] 
Dairy wastewater 
Anaerobic 
mixed 
consortia as 
NIF 4.44 kgCOD/m3 95.49% 1.10 W/m3 [102] 
Dioscorea 
zingiberensis 
wastewater 
Anaerobic 
sludge 
72 h 91 000 mg/L 93.50% 118.1 mW/m2 [103] 
Effluent from 
hydrogen producing 
biofermentor 
Domestic 
wastewater 
23 h 6.3 g/L 97% 4200 mW/m3 [104] 
Confectionary 
wastewater 
Aerobic 
sludge, 
anaerobic 
sludge, 
NIF 22 000 mg/L 92% NIF [105] 
Biodiesel waste 
Domestic 
wastewater 
NIF 1400 mg/L 90% 1310 ± 15 mW/m2 [106] 
Starch processing 
wastewater 
Wastewater 
itself 
four cycles 
of 140 days 
4852 mg/L 98% 239.4 mW/m2 [107] 
Paper wastewater 
Wastewater 
itself 
500 h 0.48 g/L 
76±4% 
TCOD; 
501 ± 20 mW/m2 [108] 
Rice mill wastewater 
Anaerobic 
sludge 
288 h 1100–1125 mg/L 96.5% COD 2.3 W/m3 [109] 
Palm oil effluent 3.5 g/L sludge 48 h 10000 mg/L 
COD; 
93.6% 
NIF [110] 
Synthetic penicillin 
wastewater 
Bacteria from 
another MFC 
24 h 
50 mg/L 
penicillin: 1000 
mg/Lglucose 
mix 
98% 101.2 mW/m3 [111] 
Indole 
Mixed aerobic 
and anaerobic 
activated 
12 h 500 mg/L 
Complete 
removal 
1410.2 mW/m2 [112] 
Quinoline – 6 h 500 mg/L 
Complete 
removal 
16.4 mW/m2 [113] 
Selenite wastewater 
Mixed 
bacterial 
culture 
48 and 72 h 50 and 200 mg/L 99% 2,900 mW/m2 [114] 
 
Pyridine 
Mixed aerobic 
and anaerobic 
activated 
12 h 500 mg/L 
Complete 
removal 
1410.2 mW/m2 [114] 
Ceftriaxone sodium 
(Cs) 
Bacteria from another 
glucose-fed mFC 
24 h 50 mg/L (Cs): 
1000 mg/L 
glucose 
96% 11 mW/m2 [111]  
p-Nitrophenol 
wastewater 
Anaerobic sludge 12 h NIF Complete 
degradation 
143 mW/m2 [115]  
Refractory 
contaminants 
(Furfural) 
Anaerobic and aerobic 
sludge 
60 h 300 mg/L 96% COD; 
100% furfural 
15.9 W/m3 [116]  
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Dairy wastewater self-microbial 
population of 
10 
days 
1487 mg/L 81.29% 10.89 mA [117]  
Carbonaceous  
and  
nitrogenous  
pollutants 
digested sludge 210 
days 
545 ± 43 mg/L 99% COD; 
<20% 
by 50%.0.25 ± 
0.07 V 
[118]  
CO anaerobic sludge 14 
days 
NIF NIF 260.3 mV [119]  
1,2-Dichloro-ethane 
waste water 
mixed natural 
consortium  
from a 1,2-DCA  
contaminated  
site 
1 
month 
99 mg/L 85% 0.03 mA [120]  
Chemical 
wastewater 
anaerobic mixed 
consortia 
96 hr 5900 mg/L 58.98% 186.34 mA/m2 [121]  
Landfill anaerobic NIF 9800 mg/L NIF 6817.4 mW/m3 [122]  
4-Chlorophenol anaerobic sludge 45 hr 60 mg/L complete 12.4 mW/m2 [123]  
Amaranth Dye NIF 1 hr 75 mg/L 82.59% 28.3W/m3 [124]  
Cr(VI) NIF 10 hr 177 mg/L 92.80% 108 mW/m2 [125]  
Refinery waste NIF 6 days NIF NIF 120  mW/m2 [126]  
Terephthalic acid anaerobic sludge 210 hr 4000 mg/L 80.30% 96.3 mW/m2 [127]  
Diesel range 
organics 
diesel contaminated 
groundwater 
21 
days 
300 mg/L 82% 31 mW/m2 [128]  
Brewery wastewater anaerobic mixed 
consortia 
2.13 hr 1501 mg/L 47.60% 669 mW/m2 [129]  
Starch processing 
wastewater 
electrochemically active 
bacteria 
6 
weeks 
1700 mg/L 97% 0.44 mA/cm2 [130]  
NIF: no Information Found 
4.2. Resource recovery and sustainability 
Nutrients recovery from wastewater is a more sustainable approach than nutrient removal alone 
that can minimize the environmental footprint of wastewater treatment. The recovered nutrients such 
as ammonia and phosphorus can be further utilized for fertilizer production, thereby BESs enables the 
enhanced energy recovery and reduce the serious environmental impacts of wastewater treatment 
processes. In addition, BESs have been developed to recover various useful nutrients and heavy metals 
along with generation of value-added compounds such as methane, acetate, hydrogen, hydrogen 
peroxide, and biomass. Herein, we provide an overview of how electro-microbiology is contributing in 
the pursuit of sustainable developments to address the energy and environmental challenges. 
4.2.1. Metal recovery 
Wastewaters contain a wide range of metals such as copper, lead, iron, zinc and manganese. Their 
concentrations are usually low, for example, 1mg/L and depend upon the type of wastewater. Initially, 
the main focus was the waste treatment and electricity production, but now the emphasis has been 
shifted towards bioremediation and bioproduction processes in MECs. It is proposed that compounds 
with high redox potentials can serve as an effective electron acceptors in the cathode of MFCs. Electrons 
produced from anodic oxidation are further used to remove the persistent pollutants and heavy metals. 
When contaminants are electrons acceptors, the plating-out phenomena of metals will take place. 
However, metals with low redox potentials (e.g., Zn, Ni, Pb) can also be recovered using biocathode 
and external power supply. Numerous heavy metals including silver, arsenic, copper and cobalt have 
been treated and recovered in anodic and cathodic chambers of BESs. Earlier, BESs have been applied 
for the metal removal and recovery from the leachate/effluents of metallurgical processes which 
successfully resulted in metals reuse. Toxic metals such as chromium (VI) and vanadium can be 
reduced to their less toxic forms along with power production. A recent study reported the 
electrochemical reduction of copper at the cathode in the presence of bipolar membrane where acetate 
was oxidized. Reduced copper was plated on graphite electrode with the current density of 3.2 mA-2 in 
BESs [131]. 
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Although metal recovery from landfill leachates presents a big challenge, the economic feasibility 
of the process still needs more investigation. Different factors such as the age of leachates, pH and 
organic content may influence the recovering metals. So, their complex interactions with methanogenic 
phases and acidogenic phases must be well understood for enhanced metal recovery. Another possible 
way to improve the metal recovery processes is the use of ion exchange membranes for anolyte before 
introduction to the cathode. Moreover, several other studies have described the precipitation and 
recovery of pure metals[132]. Metal recovery and current generation indeed reduce the energy needed 
for treatment processes. Thus, BESs have shown great potential for efficient removal of toxic heavy 
metals with simultaneous recovery of precious metals even in very low concentrations, which is not 
possible by using any other process. In addition to the cost-effectiveness, it also decreases the 
environmental and health risks associated with toxic heavy metals and thus increase sustainability. 
4.2.2. Ammonia and phosphorus recovery 
In addition to the metals, nutrient recovery has also been the focus of concerns over nutrient 
removal and waste treatment. Nitrogen in the form of ammonia and phosphorous as orthophosphate 
are the main species of wastewater or leachate. Agricultural wastes are also enriched with nitrogen and 
phosphorous due to the extensive use of synthetic fertilizers to boost the crop yield. Intensive mining 
to supplement the worldwide demand has led to a speculation that current phosphorous deposits may 
not last until the end of 21st century. Thus, alternate and renewable methods (BESs, MECs) are needed 
for sustainable supply of nutrients. The removal of high concentrated ammonia is the real issue for 
leachate treatment. Conventional strategies for ammonia removal include biological nitrogen removal 
(BNR) and ammonia stripping. Moreover, they need intensive biological systems and also 
energy/chemical consuming processes. Ionic solutions can be directed under the internal electric field 
of fuel cells. Therefore, BESs takes advantage of ion transport in the electrical field and enable the 
concurrent recovery of phosphorus and nitrogen, which is inconvenient in conventional water 
treatment processes. Recently, new practices were employed in BESs for ammonia oxidation at cathode 
along with denitrification at anode[133]. The ammonium (NH4+) recovery from urine has been achieved 
recently. Electrons required for NH4+ migration are provided by anodic oxidation, whereas at the 
cathode diffusion of ammonia (NH3) promotes the total ammonium. Localized pH facilitates the NH3 
stripping, hence further improving the transport of ammonium. 
The stripped ammonia can be absorbed in dilute sulfuric acid to form ammonium sulphate, which 
has the potential applications in industry for synthesis of valuable nitrogen polymers, such as fertilizer 
in agriculture and food production. Pure ammonium sulphate crystals can also be obtained by pre-
saturated ammonium sulphate for stripped ammonia absorption, which is a valuable salt and can be 
applied in forward osmosis (FO). Ammonia recovery in BESs can greatly affect the energy performance 
(production and consumption) of the system. However, phosphorous recovery has to rely on 
precipitation in the cathode under high pH conditions. Recently, some research groups have revealed 
phosphorus recovery in MFCs. The phosphorous removal could reach up to 80% in an air cathode MFC 
[134]. Simultaneous recovery of phosphorus and nitrogen with electricity generation will be an exciting 
choice. Magnesium ammonium phosphorus (MAP) or striate can also form under high pH conditions, 
which may also help to recover phosphorus from high strength wastewater[135]. But phosphorus 
recovery from leachates via BESs is not well explored and issues exist regarding the effect of 
precipitation on electrode performance for reuse, and stoichiometry of struvite formation under various 
conditions. The recovered nutrients in BESs particularly phosphorus and nitrogen can be applied in 
agricultural lands as an alternate to synthetic fertilizers. Hence, nutrient recovery may help to cope 
with the high demand of phosphorous fertilizers. Taken together, nutrient recovery by BESs is an 
extremely attractive option and gives additional benefits than just sustainable treatment of leachate and 
wastewater. However, optimization of the innovative reactor models will be required to commercialize 
this possibility. 
4.2.3. Biosynthesis prospects of electro-microbiology 
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To cope with the challenges of the twenty-first century, with researchers looking for alternative 
renewable energy sources, the electro-microbiology is significantly contributing to the production of 
biofuels and renewable resources. Development of innovative technologies for concurrent 
enhancement in power output and their transfer in biosynthetic pathways for production of valuable 
compounds is highly needed. Electro-microbiological systems such as BESs can considerably meet 
these challenges by producing various fuels and chemicals. Moreover, microbial assisted chemical 
production via MECs provides a highly attractive and novel route for producing valuable products 
from wastewater along with electricity generation. 
4.2.3.1. Biomethane 
Methane gas can be produced by BESs rather than fossil fuels such as gasoline/petrol and diesel. 
Methane contributes as a major component of liquefied natural gas (LNG) and liquid methane rocket 
fuel. Bio-methane production from organic wastes through MECs is preferred over other conventional 
processes because of the potential of electro-active bacteria to work under normal conditions, without 
aeration, with less sludge production, and the high yield of methane, which make the processes more 
sustainable and cost effective as compared to other processes [136]. Various experimental studies have 
revealed the electricity and methane production from glucose, acetate, beer wastewater, paddy soil and 
alkaline pre-treated sludge. Initially, it was considered that methane production will affect the EABc in 
anode section while, Satar, et al. [137] reported the immobilized mixed-culture reactor for simultaneous 
production of hydrogen and methane from glucose. Thereby, suggesting the high efficiency of BESs for 
biomethane production. Methane production from CO2 and hydrogen resolves the environmental issue 
and encourage the recently developed area of carbon capture and utilization for reducing greenhouse 
gas. Efforts for maximizing the biomethane production from CO2 and extracting all benefits of its use 
must be promoted against chemical methods.  Effective utilization of electricity in BESs to produce H2 
and a suitable source of CO2  will certainly make this process economically viable. 
Another study investigated the integrated BESs-AD system for relatively high methane 
production than AD under poised cathode potential of 0.90 V (vs. Ag/AgCl)[138]. Bio-electrochemical 
devices may reduce the CO2 into methane under the specific poised potential. Numerous in-situ 
methods such as CO2 desorption, H2 addition, pressurized reactor, and electro-methanogenesis are 
employed to improve quality of biomethane in anaerobic digestion. Therefore, biocathode executing 
electro-methanogenesis are considered as a promising way to convert the effluents of dark fermentation 
into methane [139]. The integration of BESs with anaerobic digesters will substantially reduce the cost 
of biogas cleaning and upgrading. In contrast, a recent study reported that methane was used as a 
source for direct conversion into electricity by reversing the methanogenesis with the help of synthetic 
consortia in an MFCs[140]. Authors have claimed that this strategy will help to reduce leaks (from 
distribution, transportation and storage) and capital cost. Conclusively, in order to develop an 
efficient and sustainable system for high methane production, selection of optimum strains of EAB 
from MECs can play a crucial role. Furthermore, optimization of other factors such as reactor design 
type, electrode design, materials and microbial communities will also be influential in methane 
production. However, most of the results obtained so far are based on lab scale studies, more efforts 
projecting current knowledge about biomethane production at large scales are required. It is believed 
that efficient methane production strategies without transportation and substantial leaks will be 
achieved in future to improve the cost effectiveness and sustainability. 
4.2.3.2. Biohydrogen 
Hydrogen gas is extensively used as a starting fuel in different industrial processes. Hydrogen is 
also considered as an attractive source of renewable energy. There is high demand for hydrogen 
production due to enormous applications in industry and its absence in nature. Initially, bulk hydrogen 
was obtained from non-renewable sources such as coal, natural gas, naphthalene distillates and 
sometimes by electrical methods [32]. Therefore, alternative and eco-friendly sources are necessary for 
hydrogen production. In this regard, Kreysa and Håkansson [141] have made the first attempt by 
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suggesting the combination of an MFC and water electrolysis. Principally, bacteria oxidize organic 
compounds and generate electrons, protons and CO2. The electrons are transferred to an anode, which 
further aids with external voltage and reacts with protons at the cathode to form hydrogen. Hydrogen 
(H2) production and WWT in MECs can offer new methods of resource recovery. Hydrogen generation 
from organic wastes through MFCs is termed as electro-hydrogenesis [142], and considered a favorable, 
eco-friendly and economical source. However, low yields and thermodynamic limitations in microbial 
metabolism are some bottlenecks in fermentation-based processes. Several strategies have been applied 
to increase the hydrogen yield from dark fermentation, such as pretreatment of substrates, metabolic 
engineering, reducing hydrogen partial pressure and optimization of parameters. Recently, coupling 
the dark fermentation with bioelectrochemical technologies (BESs, MECs) to improve the hydrogen 
production has attracted much attention [143]. The MESs offers a promising and alternative technology 
to enhance hydrogen yield by utilization of residual liquid from dark fermentation and devoided of 
high-energy inputs. The high conversion efficiency [26,144] and diverse substrates as compared to 
conventional electrolysis of water are the additional advantages of MESs. 
Integration of MECs with dark fermenters and subsequent utilization of DF-effluents (VFA) in 
anode may disturb particular pH range, thereby demonstrating the governing role of pH for anode 
respiring biofilm. Adjustment of pH window by buffering solutions will be challenging on large-scale 
applications. Therefore, there is need to develop some acid tolerant EAB for continuous and enhanced 
one step production of hydrogen. Effect of various biotic and abiotic parameters such as nature of 
influent, type of microbial community, reactor design and electrode materials still needs further 
investigation for predicting the ultimate hydrogen generation capacity. Theoretically, hydrogen 
formation at the cathode must overcome the endothermic barrier of −0.414 V vs. SHE based on an 
external power supply (0.14 V) to the MEC, and the remaining voltage (0.279 V) is provided by EAB 
via anodic oxidation of waste. However, carbon cathodes give slow hydrogen evolution reactions, 
which can be improved by metal catalysts, such as titanium (Ti), platinum (Pt), and nickel (Ni) utilized 
to accomplish higher production of hydrogen. Nowadays biocathode has emerged as an alternative to 
abiotic cathodes, which is eco-friendly and cost effective catalyst and not only regenerative but also 
sustainable for efficient electro-hydrogenesis in MECs. Recently, Jafary, et al. [145] have presented a 
comparative study on the development of biocathode for hydrogen production in MECs. Authors have 
described the effective enrichment technique for biocathode development from sulfate reducing 
microbes to improve the hydrogen production rate. However, more studies are needed to explore the 
mixed and pure consortia to enhance hydrogen generation and restrict the methane production in 
MECs. Although biohydrogen production by BESs-related technology is still in infancy, it is considered 
as most eco-friendly and sustainable methods to generate biofuels. Researchers must focus on efficient 
materials and optimal catalysts for up scaling and improving the H2 production in MECs to sustainably 
meet the future energy challenges. 
4.2.3.3. Acetate 
Electro-microbiology-based reactions have taken advantage of converting CO2 to multi-carbon 
compounds like acetate and other liquid fuels. Alternatively, energy is recovered and stored from 
wastewater treatment via C–C bonds. Moreover, acetate can serves as an intermediate molecule for the 
production of other biochemical compounds. The production rate of acetate was not very high in the 
start, but it was improved in later studies. An experimental setup produced approximately 89.9% acetic 
acid, more than conventionally achieved by aerated fermentation (75.8%). Xiao, et al. [146] suggested 
the first microbial electro-synthesis of acetate and ox butyrate by the acetogen Sporomusa ovata, which 
can utilize electrons derived from a graphite cathode to reduce the CO2. Since then, wide ranges of 
microbes have been exploited for CO2 reduction to acetate in MECs. These studies depicted the high 
electron recovery in MEC-mediated CO2 reduction by numerous acetogenic bacteria including 
Clostridium ljungdahlii, Moorella thermoacetica, and Sporomusa silvacetica. Nowadays, biocathode driven 
acetate producing MECs are attracting attention of researchers. An earlier investigation showed the 
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microbial electro-synthesis of acetate via biocathode driven CO2 conversion process, which is a 
sustainable and stable approach for liquid fuel generation[147]. 
Long-term operation of biocathode MECs in semi batch mood indicated the possibility of 
commercializing the microbial electro synthesis pathways. The high acetate production in MECs can 
be supported by biologically induced hydrogen at cathode. Stable colonization of microbes and suitable 
electron acceptors to allow optimal metabolic activity at the biocathode are key parameters in acetate 
production. An applied potential of −280 mV vs. SHE must be provided to overcome the 
thermodynamic barrier of a biological reaction for effective reduction in MEC [148]. However, 
practically much lower potential can overcome this overpotential due to microbial energy uptake and 
mass and charge transfer resistances involved in bioelectrochemical devices[149]. Although microbial 
electrosynthesis is a promising way to capture CO2 and produce multi-carbon compounds, which are 
intermittent energy source and precursor of complex compounds, there is still need to optimize the 
acetogenic communities for maximum acetate production and to prevent the side reactions 
(methanogenesis) in MECs. A selective enrichment was used to establish a stable community for 
continuous conversion of CO2 to acetate. This will provide an instant start-up for electrosynthesis 
processes and reduce the thermodynamic loses. Apart from the aforementioned parameters, several 
other underlying factors, such as mediators in electron transfer and the mechanisms of electron transfer 
in cathode and electrode materials with specific reactor designs, can influence the overall efficiency. 
Currently, MEC technology is in its infancy; future studies must be focused on exploring novel aspects 
in the electro-microbiology domain. 
4.2.3.4. Hydrogen peroxide 
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a valuable industrial chemical widely used in the water and 
wastewater industries for advanced oxidation of emerging contaminants and complex organic 
chemicals. Currently, 95% of H2O2 is commercially produced by anthraquinone oxidation, which is a 
toxic and energy-consuming process. Electro-microbiology based technologies can provide a cheap and 
easy way for H2O2 production at a cathode [150]. Several studies have contributed to the sustainable 
production of H2O2 from various substrates in BESs. Likewise, sulfate reducing microbes can degrade 
chlorinated pollutant in MECs with simultaneous power generation and H2O2 production. It implies 
that MECs can provide a sustainable source for simultaneous waste treatment and H2O2  generation, 
which could be further utilized in advanced oxidation processes for degradation of pharmaceutical 
wastewater. Primarily, two electron pathway for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is directly linked 
with peroxide production. Slow kinetics of oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode and high 
cost of catalytic materials are the major drawbacks in the large scale applications of MFCs. Moreover, 
inorganic ORR catalysts suffer from high overpotentials, which is mainly attributed to the complex 
nature of ORR mechanism[151]. Some enzymatic catalysts such as laccases and bilirubin oxidases have 
shown much lower overpotentials at neutral pH. 
Unfortunately, high cost, low durability and ineffectiveness in real wastewater hinders their 
scalability. Therefore some cheap, eco-friendly and cost effective catalysts must be found to enhance 
the performance of MFCs and production of H2O2. Electrode modifications and pretreatments with the 
acidic solution can introduce some important functional groups such as nitrogen which will help to 
increase the production of H2O2  and power densities[152]. Possibly, functional groups will also 
decrease the startup time, thereby maximizing the efficiency of MECs and MFCs. It was speculated that 
two electron pathway for oxygen reduction can be controlled by using spectrographically pure graphite 
(SPG) electrode in wastewater treatment [153]. Asghar, et al. [154] proposed the similar setup for H2O2 
production and power generation in MFCs using nitrogen doped graphite cathode. Undoubtedly, 
carbon based cathodes modified with various metal nanocomposites have been extensively adopted as 
cathode materials due to the high active surface area and low cost, but still there is a need for further 
improvements. To explore the underlying biotic processes involved in the H2O2 production, impact of 
various operational parameters on the performance of microbial peroxide producing cells must be 
investigated in future. Generally, more research is needed to maximize the production of H2O2 and 
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power generation from wastewater treatment processes. Slow reaction kinetics at the cathode is limiting 
factors for enhanced production of H2O2. Therefore, it is suggested to develop efficient cathodic catalysts 
to maximize the H2O2 production by two electrons based pathways. The bottlenecks associated with 
sluggish reaction kinetics and other limiting factors must be identified and resolved in a sustainable 
way to enhance the peroxide production. Moreover, integration of in-situ electro Fenton based 
processes with MECs and photo electrochemical systems may provide a new gateway for enhanced 
remediation in different environments. 
4.3.3.4. Biomass 
Microalgae display high efficiency in nutrient removal relative to other microorganisms due to 
presence of numerous essential nutrients (ammonia, nitrate, phosphate, urea and trace elements) 
required for micro algal growth in various wastewaters [155]. Thus, inexhaustible availability of CO2 
could be employed for algae biomass production with simultaneous energy recovery [156,157]. 
Microalgae have been suggested as a promising substitute to conventional fossil fuels that could 
provide an alternate eco-friendly sustainable energy source. Renewable energy researchers have since 
shifted their focus toward photosynthetic MFC technology, which is evident from published studies. 
Although plant based MFCs have been also practiced for concurrent biomass and bioelectricity 
production, but slow growth and low biomass limits their large-scale applications. Recently, 
Commault, et al. [158] have demonstrated the electricity and biomass production in a bacteria-Chlorella 
based MFC by treating wastewater. Microalgae can produce unlimited oxygen at cathode by utilizing 
the atmospheric CO2  and generating the biomass in photosynthetic MFCs. Along with providing a 
sustainable electron acceptor, microalgae can interact with biocathodic communities to enhance the 
catalytic reacations. Different growth parameters affecting the algal biomass growth such as light 
duration and aeration time in photosynthetic-MFCs has been thoroughly reviewed in the literature 
[159]. Algal cultivation can effectively reduce the antibiotic load in pharmaceutical wastewater, which 
may also help to cope with antibiotic resistance due to the intrinsic eukaryotic nature. Algal biomass 
can further be converted into various biofuel depending upon the type of contents. Algal species rich 
in fatty acid content can be utilized for biodiesel production, whereas carbohydrate rich algal biomass 
can be used for biohydrogen, bioethanol, and biogas via microbial conversions. 
Furthermore, after lipid extraction the biomass feedstock can be converted into algae biochar by 
conventional pyrolysis [160], torrefaction or hydrothermal carbonization. Algae biochar represent a 
new class of efficient fertilizers and absorbent materials for toxicants [161]. A combination with other 
sorbent material i.e., chitosan can enhance the application of bio char for treating the sewage 
wastewater prior to irrigate the agricultural fields. Thus providing a sustainable solution to 
environmental pollution. Though enhancement of biomass is considered as an unexplored area. 
However, photosynthetic MFCs are utilizing microalgae at cathode to provide oxygen, which is a free 
electron acceptor and biomass. Some groups are targeting the anolyte to grow algae in the cathode 
chamber, therefore providing the maximum sequestration of waste carbon and converting into algae 
biomass for further applications. It is apparent from the above discussion that integration of wastewater 
treatment with microalgae farming for biomass generation is an effective and efficient approach to 
biofuel generation. Despite the potential benefits, algae-bacterial MFCs have some limitations and 
barriers to successful commercialization in terms of biomass and wastewater treatment. However, cost-
effective cultivation and harvesting constitute a major challenge. In this regard, appropriate selection 
of micro-algae species for specific wastewaters and pre-treatment of wastewater can improve and 
enhance biomass cultivation to create a more sustainable society. 
5. Future perspectives 
This review summarizes various electron transfer strategies at the electrode–microbe interface, 
and electrochemical characterization techniques for understanding the insights of electro-microbiology 
and BES applications in the pursuit of a more sustainable society. Energy shortage and environmental 
deterioration have become severe global issues. Fossil fuels is a non-renewable source of energy 
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because of limited reserves and have harmful environmental impacts. Therefore, development of new 
technologies for achieving alternative and renewable energy resources is in high demand. Electro-
microbiology holds promise for converting waste into green and renewable resources. Despite low 
power densities, MFCs remain a promising method of organic waste removal and are much more 
sustainable than conventional processes from an economic perspective. Thus, MFCs can power the 
underwater monitoring devices and remote sensors, which are usually powered by batteries. Limited 
lifetime and regular replacement for recharging are the major disadvantages of battery-based devices. 
To ensure continuous power and to avoid operational inconveniences, MFCs can serve as sustainable 
power sources for wireless data transmitters and telemetry systems using the organic content of the 
environment. Several other applications in medical devices, robotics, and biosensors have been 
demonstrated successfully. The interaction between researchers with different backgrounds is needed 
to fully explore the new gateways in waste to energy challenges. We have described the insights of 
various electron transfer strategies in BESs. Combinations of electrochemical and microbiological 
techniques have elucidated the complex physiology within BESs. Although the molecular techniques 
and electrochemical methodologies needed for electro-microbiology study are still in their infancy, it is 
anticipated that reliable and rapid techniques will be discovered in future to advance this innovative 
field. Selecting an appropriate method and thorough understanding of electro-microbiology may help 
to optimize the efficiency of MFCs and other BESs for enhanced waste treatment along with energy 
production. Moreover, this review has also focused on how electro-microbiological systems (BESs) are 
contributing to sustainability and resource recovery. The paradigm shift from wastewater treatment 
alone to electricity generation and now toward resource recovery in BESs has completely changed the 
approach for sustainable WWT. 
6. Conclusions 
BESs are promising technologies for sustainable wastewater treatment (WWT) along with 
electricity generation. Complex interactions at the electrode–microbe interface can enhance the power 
output for practical applications in various monitoring devices and telemetry circuitries. 
Electrochemical characterization techniques in combination with microbiological methods are 
significantly contributing to the advancement of electro-microbiology. However, more collaborative 
interaction is highly recommended within various scientific disciplines to completely explore this area. 
Resource recovery along with WWT thorough BESs has become a progressing area of electro-
microbiology, but more research is needed to enhance the efficiency of BESs for integration in future 
practices for progress toward a more sustainable society. 
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